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NiXEN Partners receives the “Grand Prix of 
international development” for the acquisition by 

Ludendo / La Grande Récré of Hamleys 

The Magazine des Affaires rewards the successful acquisition  

of Hamleys by Ludendo / La Grande Récré 
 

 

NiXEN Partners received the “Grand Prix of international development” awarded by 

the Magazine des Affaires for the acquisition by Ludendo / La Grande Récré, of the 

famous British toys retail company Hamleys in 2012. 

“We are pleased to see in this price, the recognition of NiXEN Partners’ actions in 

favor of French companies’ international development” says Jean-Paul Bernardini, 

Managing Partners of NiXEN Partners. 

“This acquisition was made possible thanks to the teamwork with Ludendo / La Grande 

Récré’s management, as we shared the same vision of both the mission and the future 

prospects of the company” adds Pierre Rispoli, Managing Partner of NiXEN Partners. 

 

 

 

 

 

About NiXEN Partners:  

NiXEN is an independent private equity firm specialising in Flexible Equity with €634 million of funds 

under management. As a lead investor, NiXEN provides flexible and personalised solutions addressing 

all types of capitalistic and strategic development issues for companies with revenues higher than €50 

million. Working in its sectors of expertise, NiXEN invests more than €10 million per transaction, in companies 

with highly committed management teams, executing an ambitious growth strategy, through buyout and spin-off 

transactions. 

NiXEN’s main investments include AsteelFlash (electronics manufacturing services), Babeau Seguin (builder 

of single-family detached homes), Buffalo Grill (steakhouse restaurant chain), Ceva (laboratory specialising in 

animal health), Labco (pan-European network of clinical laboratories), La Grande Récré (specialist retailer of 

games and toys), Maisons du Monde (decoration and furniture retailer), Vedici (private clinics for medicine, 

surgery and obstetrics). 

For more information, have a look at the website: www.nixen.com. 
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